Garretta loves her granny,  
Who now has moved away.  
Garretta used to see her  
At least three times a day.  

She wants to send a greeting  
And has no time to waste.  
Garretta finds her scissors,  
Some paper and some paste.  

She wants the card sent quickly—  
But runs right out of glue.  
Can she find some sticky stuff?  
What will Garretta do?
MOO TO GLUE

What You’ll Need:
- 2 tablespoons vinegar
- 1/2 cup warm milk
- 1/4 teaspoon baking soda
- measuring cup and spoons
- plastic straw for stirring
- 3 8-oz. paper cups
- small pieces of paper
- coffee filters

1. Stir warm milk into vinegar. Let mixture sit until solids form (about 3 minutes).

2. Pour mixture through coffee filter in the second cup. Let as much of the water drain as possible.

3. Scrape solids into third cup and stir in baking soda to make glue!

4. Test your glue by sticking a few small pieces of paper together and let dry overnight.

5. Try to pull the paper pieces apart. How sticky was your glue?